You started a business to build wealth, not become an accountant.

When first starting out, many government contractors don’t have the resources or funding to support the part-time accounting needs of an emerging company, so they become their own accountants by default. As the company grows, however, the effort and cost of doing their own accounting quickly derails many business owners. Your focus should be on meeting the needs of your clients and finding work for your employees.

That’s where Aronson LLC’s Outsourced Accounting Solutions can help. The answer to every accounting problem is either another set of hands or a better tool set; we offer both. Aronson has the correct skill set to address your accounting needs in the most efficient and economical manner. Our staff consists of classically trained accountants and CPAs who also have expertise in government contractor rules and accounting requirements. Your Aronson team utilizes accounting and timekeeping software specifically geared towards GovCon businesses that easily produces financial, project and indirect rate reports in a manner that is compliant with DCAA regulations.

What sets us apart?

Aronson works in close partnership with our clients to not only deliver outsourced accounting services but to also impart a business foundation that will better equip them for the future of doing business with the U.S. government. Our team offers the resources and capabilities to immediately meet your current accounting needs and to rapidly adjust for the future. We offer the following wide variety of benefits, including:

- **GovCon specific software**
- **Highly skilled staff**
- **Ease of DCAA compliance**
- **Integrated accounting, project management and timekeeping solutions**
- **Personal relationships**

VIP Graduates will receive a $150 credit per month on services for 2 years.

Contact Aronson Partner, Barbara Morgan, at bmorgan@aronsonllc.com or call 301.231.6238.